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BIO
Patrick Powell has spent over 25 years in the world of information and computer technology as an
industry Thought Leader in several fortune 100 companies. For over ¼ of a century Pat has been focused
and enslaved by tangible and measurable facts and deliverables. It was that deep history with logic and
facts why some now find it peculiar that Pat is now deeply connected to the spiritual world, which in
contrast to his chosen profession cannot as of yet be measured by current technology
and methods.
In the past Pat’s universe was simply; you are born once and then you die a final death; no coming back.
Their was no God in Pat’s universe only a world full of cowards too afraid of the finality of death. In Pat’s
universe there was no time for nonsense such as people who claimed to be able to speak to the dead, or
people who made ridiculous claims that they had access to some otherworldly energy or different levels
of existence.
But now Pat’s views could not be any further from his previously long held beliefs. Pat has now
embraced the reality that not all things can be described by our current level of knowledge. These
things that escape current scientific description are now called supernatural; based solely upon present
day mans ignorance.
Pat has now demonstrated significant ,reproducible abilities that some would refer to as supernatural.
These abilities have been documented in his two books which chronicle his journey all the while
learning and perfecting his abilities.

Pat spends his time as a professional speaker and writer, and works with people in need energetically.

Current Titles Books
Still Nothing

The Great Book of Existence

During the writing of the his first book Pat came to realize
and recall that he had an incredible connection to the spirit
world, a connection based upon a multitude of paranormal
events that he discarded, rationalized away, and buried
deep within the depth of his subconscious. When Pat
began writing his book, the book took and unanticipated
turn. Patrick began to channel and have a discussion with
‘god’ regarding the origin and nature of ‘everything’. Pat
then added that description into his book “Still Nothing.”

Pat’s latest book, The Great Book of Existence goes even
further. Since the writing of Still Nothing, Pat has performed
several successful experiments involving dozens of
individuals with astral travel, also known in the scientific
world as Remote viewing.

The reader discussed Pat’s descriptions of the origins of the
universe, our relationship with spirit, and the origin and the
nature of spirit. To the readers shock the monks stated that
“Still Nothing’s” description of ‘everything’ was a more
modern description of their own ancient beliefs. The monks
then proceeded to add Still Nothing to their Library and
currently use it as a teaching aid.

In the second part of The Great Book of existence, Pat
answers what really is this ‘god’ thing? What is our
relationship with this god thing, and most importantly Pat
answers the oldest question that has plagued both sinners
and saints, people with faith and people without faith. Why,
if there is a god, why does he allow human suffering to
continue?

Pat has also worked with dozens of other individuals with
healing; he has had incredibly successful results working
with people with a wide variety of ailments; everything from
To his surprise and amazement one of the readers of “Still Cancer patients , Chromes, Carpel tunnel, plus a wide
Nothing” brought the book with him on a ‘mediation tour’ assortment of more mundane medical issues. During all of
on the other side of the world, and visited some of the
these types of encounters Patrick saved the emails from the
most ancient temples on the planet, the Doi Suthep Temple individuals and placed them within The Great Book of
in Chiang Mai Thailand, the Monastery in Canggu Bali, and Existence.
the Namche Temple in Nepal.

http://iamstillnothing.wordpress.com/share-your-spiritual-encounters-here/

Feed Back
Board of Directors – Divine Light Learning Center, Inc ‘Patrick: On behalf of the Board of Directors for the DLLC, I
would like to thank-you for being our guest speaker at our Sunday Service. You're talk was enlightening and
resonated with many members of our congregation. You are a joy to listen to and you
are welcome back anytime.’
Star of Hope Spiritualist Church Mr. Powell spoke at our church about his life and his spiritual experiences. He was
an engaging speaker and very interesting to listen to. After the service, he was swamped by attendees and the
copies of his book nearly sold out. We have booked him to come again in 2014.
Alva Folks - The Alva Folks TV Show It was a pleasure having you on and you must come back.
Lesley Mitchell-Clarke – Contact Radio , It was great to have Patrick on our show! He presents a very believable,
sober, and informed perspective. I know Lesley (our host) has experienced Patrick’s energy first-hand, and I recall
that night, while in Lesley’s studio doing the show live, that I tangibly felt his energy. Amazing! We encourage you
to head over to the show site Patrick lists above, and download it or listen to it in your browser. We look forward
to Patrick’s next appearance on CONTACT, which if I’m not mistaken, has already been booked! Wes Roberts
Contact Producer / Co-Host
Tom Alexander * Sports Daily
When Patrick Powell suggested we conduct an experiment, I was certainly eager to try, but I had my doubts.
Those doubts came from a life of seeing hoaxes perpetrated by snake oil salesman who claim they can travel
across centuries without leaving their den, or by nice, well meaning people who give it the *old college try* but
come up short. Patrick Powell is different. In a brief sentence * Something happened.
See more testimonials at
http://iamstillnothing.wordpress.com/share-your-spiritual-encounters-here/

Twitter

Twitter @iamstillnothing
http://iamstillnothing.wordpress.com/inspirational-quotes/

Quotes
1. Those who are afraid to dream are already dead.
2. What is ego but our fear given form, our insecurities
given shelter, and our inner coward given breath .
3. W hen reaching for your angels only you can stop
yourself. When reaching for your demons only you can
stop yourself .
4. What makes you angry says as much about you as
what makes you happy.
5. Show me your greatest fears; show me your greatest
weaknesses; show me your secret terrors and I will show
you the nature of your chains.
6. Faith/fact my great, great grandfather existed; even
though I have never seen or touched him or even heard
his voice he existed and he was a man.
7. Where are wishes born, where do dreams come from.
They all originate in the same place that connects us all
and makes us one.
8. Why do you believe dreams aren’t real, do you not
see, hear and experience events in your dreams, do you
not have real memories of dreams?
9. The Answer is Love; is your question what conquers
all? Is it why are you here? Or is your question what is
the meaning of life?
10. Fear lies pregnant in each lie and all lies are born
from fear.

11. You are the book but you think you are a chapter.
12. Dreams lie pregnant within boundless possibilities
waiting to be born into a world of fragile impossibilities.
13. When you believe you know everything you only
confirm that you know nothing.
14. I wise man does not teach you his truth but allows
you to find the truth in your own journey.
15. We are all at times miniscule, ugly, fearful, flawed,
imperfect, and pure ego but yet we are also at the same
time beautiful, divine, all encompassing, and perfection.
16. In death we bury our fears; in life we shine our
ignorance .
17. Sometimes when we close our eyes and be still and
listen, w e can see more than when we open our eyes
wide and speak.
18. Hate is a cruel invention; hate did not exist until we
created it. We created hate from fear, and we feed hate
with ignorance and ego.
19. We are thought living within consciousness, we are
consciousness living within imagination, and we are
imagination living inside a dream.
20. Who I am is dependent upon me… who you think I
am is entirely dependent upon you

http://iamstillnothing.wordpress.com/inspirational-quotes/
Twitter @iamstillnothing
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